TEAM SPONSORSHIP
1. The fee set for sponsorship of NMHA teams will be $300.00 per team for both
House and Competitive teams.
2. All funds collected from sponsors go directly to the hockey office and are
intended for the benefit of all players in the NMHA.
The sponsor assigned to each team by the NMHA is the official sponsor for that
team, and the only NMHA recognized official sponsor for that team.
The sponsored team will receive a $50.00 credit towards their jersey deposit
once all tags have been returned at the end of the team’s season complete and
in good condition.
3. Teams are not permitted to solicit extra donations from assigned official team
sponsor.
4. The NMHA will provide the team with sponsor tags to be fitted onto each
player’s sweaters. Sponsor tags must be stitched to the back of the sweater on
the BOTTOM stripe, below the jersey number.
White tags go on the white, ( Home ) sweaters.
Black tags go on the black ( red ), ( Away ) sweaters.
We are phasing in black sweaters as our Away jerseys.
5. The team Managers will pick up the sponsor tags at the Hockey Office.
6. The sponsor tags must be affixed to the team’s sweaters as noted above
within two weeks of delivery, after which the team can be assessed a fine
of $50.00 per appearance if all of the player’s tags are not in place.
7. The sponsor’s name must be used in conjunction with the team name (i.e.
NMHA “Myers Chev-Olds Devils”) in all official team correspondence and
tournament registrations.
8. The team manager should provide the sponsor with a copy of the team’s
schedule.
9. Sponsor tags will be provided by the NMHA in a good standing condition, any
sponsor tags from receipt of the team that are returned ripped, damaged or
deformed in any way must be replaced to match set at the cost to the respected
team at $10.00 per tag.
10. Upon the completion of the season, the sponsor tags must be removed and
carefully bundled and labeled in a separate bag with the return of the jerseys to
the designated location.

11. The NMHA will arrange to provide each team with a sponsor plaque made
with the team photo, which should be delivered to the sponsor by the team
manager within a reasonable time of being made available at the hockey office.

